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Humor in The Canterbury Tales and The Second Shepherd’s Play 

 Both Chaucer and the Wakefield Master use humor in their works to give the readers a 

specific depiction of the characters in the stories. I feel as though Chaucer and the Wakefield 

Master accomplish these depictions by using irony and common stereotypes placed on these 

specific characters. I also noticed a theme involving religion within both pieces, The Canterbury 

Tales and The Second Shepherd’s Play. I believe through these techniques, use of irony and 

stereotypes, both authors address the issues in society and criticize the characters in their works. 

 Chaucer seems to use common stereotypes to get his point across regarding the characters 

more than the Wakefield Master. In class we read short excerpts from The Canterbury Tales, 

which explained a little bit about each character. One specific character, the monk, stuck out to 

me because Chaucer’s description of this man is the opposite of how a monk should act. As far 

as I know, a monk should be holy and set himself apart from material items. These are 

individuals who live a quiet life by themselves. I would think most days monks are studying or 

writing. However, there is some sort of stereotype regarding religious figures and I believe that 

includes the monk. Most people have this notion that those who claim to be religious leaders are 

actually hypocrites and don’t practice true holiness.  

 The monk’s story starts off by saying he has business outside the monastery, which 

includes his love for hunting. The story goes on to say that this monk also own many fine horses 

and “followed the broader customs of modern times” (176). Based on my idea of how a monk 
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should act or live, I concluded that he wasn’t living such a holy lifestyle. In this sense, I think 

Chaucer shows his reader what a stereotypical, unholy monk really can be like. This use of 

stereotypes adds somewhat of a comical element to the story because this is what most people 

would think of as a corrupt religious leader. 

 Another instance where comedy is used to criticize individuals is shown in The Second 

Shepherd’s Play by the Wakefield Master. Instead of using stereotypes, the Wakefield Master 

uses irony as a comical technique. In this story, three shepherds allow Mak, a known sheep thief 

to stay the night with them out of pity. At some point in the night, Mak casts a spell to keep the 

three men asleep so he can steal a sheep and bring it to his wife, Gill. In preparation for a visit 

from the shepherds, Mak and Gill come up with a plan to disguise the sheep as Gills newborn. 

When the shepherds arrive, one looks at the newborn and sees a snout. Afterwards, he claims this 

was Satan’s child.  

 The Wakefield Master uses irony by relating this situation to the birth of Jesus Christ. 

The three shepherds represent the three kings who visited baby Jesus. It is ironic that these 

shepherds see Gill’s newborn and claims it Satan’s child, whereas Jesus is born and becomes the 

savior that keeps evil away. Also, I found it humorous how easily Mak could trick these 

shepherds into letting him stay the night, while plotting to steal a sheep.  

 I think Chaucer and the Wakefield Master use different techniques to add humor within 

their stories. Chaucer focuses on common stereotypes, whereas the Wakefield Master enjoys 

using irony. However, both authors somehow use religion as a theme when it comes to their 

humorous critiques.  


